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Abstract
Tables are two-dimensional arrays given in row-major order. Such data have unique features that could be exploited for effective
compression. For example, tables often represent database files with rows as records so certain columns or fields in a table may have
few distinct values. This means that simply transposing the data can make it compress better. Further, a large source of information
redundancy in a table is the correlation among columns representing related types of data. This paper formalizes the notion of
column dependency as a way to capture this information redundancy across columns and discusses how to automatically compute
and use it to substantially improve table compression.
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1. Introduction
Modern information systems routinely generate and store massive tables in data warehouses to keep track of on-
going operations. Such tables may range up to several millions of records, each with size up to thousands of bytes.
Data warehouses that we work with typically manage many terabytes of data on-line with storage cost measured
in the tens to hundreds of millions of dollars. On top of this, large transmission costs are frequently incurred in
transporting data between systems electronically. Thus, good compression of table data can have significant impact
on these applications.
Buchsbaum et al. were first to consider the problem of compressing tables [6,7]. Their Pzip approach first assumes
some external conventional compressor as a basic primitive and defines the compressive entropy of a data set as the
size after being compressed by this compressor. Then, columns are grouped to improve overall compressive entropy
when compressed in groups. Since computing an optimum column grouping is NP-hard, a two-step solution was
given. Columns are first reordered by a traveling salesman tour that keeps pairs compressed well together close in the
ordering. Then, the ordered columns are segmented by a dynamic program to reduce overall compressive entropy. If
n is the number of columns, the dynamic program alone would require O(n3) steps, each compressing some segment
of columns. The entire process of column grouping can be quite slow, sometimes taking hours for tables with just a
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908771aaaa 07922
973360bbbb 07932
908771cccc 07922
973360dddd 07932
908273eeee 07901
973236ffff 07932
908665gggg 07922
908277hhhh 07901
Fig. 1. A table of phone numbers and zipcodes.
few hundred columns. Thus, per class of tables, Pzip takes a small amount of training data to do column grouping,
then uses the results for all tables in the class. This approach works fine as long as table characteristics are consistent
but poor compression performance can result when they are not.
A breakthrough in recent years for conventional data compression was the introduction of the Burrows–Wheeler
Transform. BWT permutes a string in an invertible way that often increases its compressibility. The transformed string
can then be compressed using a sequence of back-end coders including move-to-front [5], run-length and entropy
coding. BWT is the main engine in Bzip2 [17], one of the best data compressors currently known. In a remarkable
paper, Manzini [16] analyzed different common ways of using BWT to compress data based on the notion of empirical
entropy, an intrinsic measure of information in a given string. Empirical entropy was also used earlier by Kosaraju
and Manzini [14] to analyze Lempel–Ziv algorithms [22,23].
Columns in a table may be dependent on one another in the sense that the content of a column may be closely
predictable by that of another column or a group of other columns [19]. For example, in a table of addresses and
phone numbers, the zipcode can often be predicted with great accuracy from the area code since both are generally
geographically defined. Predictability among columns implies information redundancy which could be exploited to
enhance compression. We developed a framework to model such predictive relations among columns of table in
column dependency transforms. Such transforms are then used to reorder both the columns and their data to increase
compressibility. Although computing an optimum column dependency transform is NP-hard even when only pairs of
predictors are allowed, it is possible to efficiently find exact solutions when dependency is restricted to single column
predictors. Such a solution can then be extended to approximate the pair case with good compression performance.
Some measure of column dependency, i.e., the predictability among columns, is a required parameter in our table
transformation framework. The selection of such a measure for a particular compression exercise should take into
account the table type and the back-end compressors to be used. We have developed two approaches to measure
dependency that work well on a variety of tables using the familiar BWT back-end processors above. The first
approach extends Shannon’s conditional entropy [18] to a notion of conditional empirical entropy as an intrinsic
measure of information remaining in a column given some predictive sequence of columns. The second approach
defines a notion of run-length compressive entropy based on lengths of runs after a column has been transformed
based on some other predictive sequence of columns.
Next, we discuss the framework to exploit column dependency in transforming table data and an implementation of
it in a table compressor. To simplify the usage of the compressor, an approximation method is given to automatically
compute the number of columns in a table by treating the table’s rows as quasi-periods. In contrast to the Pzip’s
off-line column grouping approach, our data transformation method is fast enough to be done on-line to fit with data
characteristics. Experimental data will be presented showing that our compressor consistently outperforms Pzip in
compressing table data.
2. Transforming data by column dependency
If S is any sequence s0, s1, ... of objects, the notation S[i] denotes si . A table T is taken to be a sequence of m
records of bytes, each of length n. That is, T is a two-dimensional array of bytes with m rows and n columns. Both
columns and rows will be thought of as sequences of bytes even though T is often given in row-major order on input.
By T [i], we shall mostly mean column i . Other uses of T [i] such as to denote row i or byte i when T is thought of as
a string will be made clear by the usage context.
Fig. 1 shows an example table T that contains residential telephone numbers and zipcodes. Table data often show
regularity features. In this case, columns T [0] and T [13] consist of the same digit 9 so they have low information
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((0,1,2,3,4), 14) 90877 2 (4,7,6,0,2,5,1,3) 0
97336 3 0
90877 2 2
97336 3 2
90827 0 2
97323 3 3
90866 2 3
90827 0 3
Fig. 2. Examples of restricted tables and transform vectors.
content. This hints that the data of a table often can be better compressed if the table is given in column-major order
instead of the normal row-major order. Of further interest is that certain combination of columns may predict other
columns well. For example, the first five columns of table T together perfectly predict column 14. The string 90877
always implies a 2 in column 14 and 97336 a 3, etc.
Predictive relationships among columns can be exploited to improve compression. Next, we formalize such
relationships in the notion of column dependency and explain how to use them to improve compression.
Definition 1. For any table T , a dependency relation is a pair (P, c) in which P is a sequence of distinct column
indices (possibly empty) and c 6∈ P is some other column index. If the length of P is less than or equal to k, (P, c) is
called a k-relation. P is called the predictor sequence and c the predictee.
Given any sequence of column indices P = (p1, p2, ..., pk), the restricted table T [P] is formed by juxtaposing in
order the columns T [p1], T [p2], ..., T [pk]. In addition, the transform vector TP is defined as:
• If P is empty, TP is simply the identity permutation (0, 1, ...,m − 1).
• Otherwise, TP is defined as the unique permutation formed by stably sorting the indices using the lexicographic
order of the rows of T [P].
Definition 2. Given a dependency relation (P, c), the dependency transform dtP (c) of column T [c] is formed by
permuting it via dtP (c)[k] = T [c][TP [k]] for 0 ≤ k < m.
Note that column T [c] can be recovered from dtP (c) as long as P is available. This is done by first computing TP ,
then setting T [c][TP [k]] = dtP (c)[k] for 0 ≤ k < m.
A dependency transform improves compressibility similarly to the BWT [8]. Fig. 2 shows this effect using the
example in Fig. 1. The left part gives the dependency relation (P, c). The second part gives the restricted table T [P]
and the predictee column c. The third part gives the transform vector TP . The final column shows the transformed data
dtP (14). Since the first five columns of table T perfectly predict column 14, the transformed data become a series of
runs much easier to compress than the original data.
To transform an entire table, every column must be a predictee in some dependency relation. However, note that
not every collection of dependency relations among columns of T can be used for transforming data in an invertible
way. A sequence of distinct dependency relations (P0, c0), (P1, c1), ...(Px , cx ) is said to be circular if ci ∈ Pi+1 for
0 ≤ i ≤ x where indices are taken as mod (x + 1). In such a circular sequence of dependency relations, columns
cannot be reconstructed from their transformed data since their sorting orders cannot be recomputed.
For each collection D of dependency relations, we define the dependency hypergraph H(D) as a hypergraph with
each hypernode being a predictor sequence or a predictee in D and each directed hyperedge being some dependency
relation, i.e., pointing from the predictor sequence of that relation to its predictee. H(D) is said to be acyclic if it
does not contain any circular sequence of hyperedges. We also define the expanded dependency graph G(D) of a
dependency hypergraph H(D) by expanding every hyperedge to a set of edges such that each edge points from a
column in the predictor sequence to the predictee column. It is clear that H(D) is acyclic if and only if G(D) is
acyclic. Now, we define:
Definition 3. A collection D of dependency relations among columns of a table T is said to be a k-transform if and
only if:
• Each column appears as a predictee in exactly one dependency relation (P, c) ∈ D,
• The dependency hypergraphH(D) is acyclic, and
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Algorithm Transform(T, D)
1. Sort the nodes of G(D) topologically to create a sequence of columns Γ .
2. For 0 ≤ i < n: apply (P,Γ [i]) to compute and output dtP (Γ [i]).
Fig. 3. Transforming table T by a k-transform D.
• Each dependency relation (P, c) is a k-relation.
Fig. 3 shows algorithm Transform(T, D) to reorganize a table T by a k-transform D. Step 1 of the algorithm is
valid because the expanded dependency graph G(D) is acyclic. Step 2 is well-defined since (P,Γ [i]) is unique by
definition. The transformed data can be inverted by following the topological order and decoding each column using
the inverse sort order of its predictor sequence.
Theorem 1. Let T be a table and D a k-transform, algorithm Transform(T, D) transforms data in time O(k|T |).
Proof. Let T havem rows and n columns. The cost of the first step in the algorithm is O(kn) since kn is the maximum
number of edges in the graph G(D). The cost of the second step depends on the cost of sorting the rows of the restricted
table T [P] for each predictor P . Since T [P] has m rows, each of which is a byte string of length at most k, the total
sorting cost would be O(km) if a bucket-sort is used. As there are n predictors, the total cost of transforming data is
bounded by O(kmn) or O(k|T |). 
3. Computing a practical k-transform
For any table T , some dependency relations among its columns are better than others for compression purpose.
We shall explore different ways to measure dependency strength in Section 4. For now, let ω(P, c) be the weight of a
dependency relation (P, c) and D some collection of k-relations. We can extend ω to compute the weight of D, ω(D),
as follows:
Definition 4. For any collection D of k-relations, we define ω(D) =∑(P,c)∈D ω(P, c).
It is desirable to pick a k-transform with minimum weight. However, the general problem of computing such an
optimum transform is equivalent to solving the k-branching problem considered by Adler andMitzenmacher [2] which
is NP-hard for k ≥ 2. Fortunately, as seen below, the case k = 1 is efficiently solvable. Henceforth, we restrict to
k ≤ 2 and assume that the cost of computing ω(P, c) is bounded by some function δ(m) where m is the number of
rows in table T . We have:
Theorem 2. Let T be a table with m rows and n columns. An optimum 1-transform for T can be found in time
O(n2δ(m)).
Proof. The hypergraph H(D) of any collection D of dependency relations becomes a directed graph when we
consider only 1-relations. Now, let D be the complete set of 1-relations between every pair of columns. Then,
H(D) has n nodes and n(n − 1)/2 edges. Computing an optimum 1-transform for T is the same as computing an
optimum branching [9] for H(D). The optimum branching algorithm by Gabow et al. [11] can solve this problem in
O(nlogn + n(n − 1)/2) time. Since computing the cost of each edge costs δ(m) time, the total time is bounded as
stated. 
Although an optimum 1-transform performs well in practical table compression, it can still be improved. Fig. 4
shows algorithm Plan(T )which extends an optimum 1-transform to a 2-transform by considering additional predictors
in a topological order.
Theorem 3. For any table T with m rows and n columns, Algorithm Plan(T ) computes a 2-transform in time
O(n2δ(m)).
Proof. Step 1 was shown earlier to take O(n2δ(m)) time. Step 2 takes O(n) time. Step 3 performs at most n(n−1)/2
invocations of the weight function ω. As each invocation costs δ(m) time, step 3 also takes O(n2δ(m)) time. Thus,
the time bound is as stated. 
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Algorithm Plan(T )
1. Compute an optimum 1-transform D.
2. Sort the nodes of G(D) topologically to create a sequence of columns Γ .
3. For 0 ≤ c < n:
(a) Let (P = (p),Γ [c]) be the 1-relation in D corresponding to Γ [c].
(b) For 0 ≤ q < c: If Γ [q] 6= p and ω((p,Γ [q]),Γ [c]) < ω(P,Γ [c]), set P = (p,Γ [q]).
4. Return D.
Fig. 4. Computing a 2-transform for table T .
4. Weight functions
There are different ways to measure the strength of a dependency relation. Such a measure should be tailored to
both the table type and the back-end compressors for best compression. We explore next two such measures. The first
builds on previous works of Shannon [18] on conditional entropy and Kosaraju and Manzini [14,16] on empirical
entropy to define a notion of conditional empirical entropy. The second is a run-length compressive entropy based on
the size of run-length encoding.
4.1. Conditional empirical entropy
For any sequence S, let A(S) be its distinct elements and fα the frequency of each element α. With logarithms in
base 2, define the zeroth order empirical entropy [16] of S as:
H0(S) = − 1|S|
∑
α∈A(S)
fαlog
(
fα
|S|
)
. (1)
|S|H0(S) is a lower bound on the coding size of S when each α ∈ A(S) is given a fixed code. However, when S is
a single run, H0(S) is zero so it underestimates the coding size by missing the length of the run. The modified zeroth
order empirical entropy [16] avoids this problem by accounting for the run-length as follows:
H∗0 (S) =

0 if |S| = 0,
(1+ log|S|)/|S| if |S| 6= 0 and H0(S) = 0,
H0(S) otherwise.
(2)
Again, let T be a table with m rows and n columns. Let (P, c) be a dependency relation with a non-empty predictor
sequence P . Then, A(T [P]) is the set of distinct rows in the restricted table T [P]. For each ρ ∈ A(T [P]), let
the contextual substring ρc be the string formed by catenating the bytes in c corresponding to positions of ρ in
T [P]. That is, ρc = c[i0]c[i1]... where T [P][i j ] = ρ. As such, ρc is a contiguous subsequence of dtP (c). In fact,
dtP (c) is naturally partitioned into such subsequences, each corresponding to an element ofA(T [P]). The conditional
empirical entropy of c given P can now be defined as:
HP (c) = 1m
∑
ρ∈A(T [P])
|ρc|H0(ρc). (3)
If P perfectly predicts c, the conditional empirical entropy would be zero because each ρc would be just a run.
Thus, to take into account the lengths of such runs, we define the modified conditional empirical entropy of c given P
as:
H∗P (c) =
1
m
∑
ρ∈A(T [P])
|ρc|H∗0 (ρc). (4)
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Consider the examples in Figs. 1 and 2. We have:
• H0(T [14]) = H∗0 (T [14]) = −(2log(2/8)+ 3log(3/8)+ 3log(3/8))/8 = 1.565,• HP (14) = 0.
• H∗P (14) = (2(1+ log2)/2+ 1(1+ log1)/1+ 2(1+ log2)/2+ 1(1+ log1)/1+ 2(1+ log2)/2)/8 = 1.
The conditional entropy HP (14) was zero because the transformed column 14 was partitioned into runs. However,
H∗P (14) was positive as it took into account the cost of encoding the run-lengths. Note also that H∗P (14) < H∗0 (14).
In general, for any dependency relation (P, c), H∗P (c) < H∗0 (c) means that the predictive relationship between P and
c is likely non-trivial as column c could be encoded better after being transformed by (P, c).
Although it is well-known that the conditional entropy is always bounded by the zeroth order entropy [18], this
relationship does not hold between the modified conditional empirical entropy and the modified empirical entropy.
For example, consider the dependency relation ((3), 11) for the table in Fig. 1. As column 11 consists of a single run
of 0’s, H∗0 (11) = .5. However, H∗P (11) = .7375 since via the dependency relation, the column is partitioned into two
parts of lengths 3 and 5 respectively and coding these lengths costs more space. This, of course, indicates that column
3 is a poor predictor of column 11.
Let mt f be a move-to-front coder [5], rle, a run-length coder, and Order0, a compressor that compresses an input
string within a constant bound of its zeroth order entropy [12,21]. Now let C be an algorithm that transforms data
by mt f , rle and Order0 in that order. Manzini [16] showed that, for any input string S partitioned as S = S1...St ,
|C(S)| ≤ 5[∑ti=1 |Si |H∗0 (Si )] +  for some constant . We now have:
Theorem 4. Let T be a table with m rows. Then, |C(dtP (c))| ≤ 5mH∗P (c)+  for any dependency relation (P, c).
Proof. Recall that the dependency transform dtP (c) is partitioned into contextual substrings ρc for each ρ ∈ A(T [P]).
Thus, by Manzini’s result, we have |C(dtP (c))| ≤ 5[∑ρ∈A(T [P]) |ρc|H∗0 (ρc) + . Now, Eq. (4) gives mH∗P (c) =∑
ρ∈A(T [P]) |ρc|H∗0 (ρc) so the result follows. 
4.2. Run-length compressive entropy
Although the modified conditional empirical entropy models well the effect on compression by transforming a
column via prediction, practical data often have common features that it does not account for. Consider again the
example shown in Fig. 2. The pair of 3’s corresponding to the phone numbers that begin with 97336 end up together
in the transformed data. However, the run of 3’s extends beyond the partition generated by this contextual substring.
This is because the phone number beginning with 97323 also matches with the digit 3 in the corresponding zipcode
and it is lexicographically adjacent to the 97336 phone number. In general, a run in a context sorted string may span
more than one partition if the dependency relation does not define an one-to-one function between the values in the
predictor sequence and that in the predictee column. Such a run could be encoded better than would be indicated by
the modified conditional empirical entropy. That is, the modified conditional empirical entropy may underestimate the
possible compression rate. We can take advantage of such phenomena as below.
Let S be any string such that S = R1R2...Rk where each Ri is a run of maximal length. Then the run-length
compressive entropyR(S) is defined as:
R(S) = 1|S|
k∑
i=1
(1+ log(|Ri |)). (5)
As such, |S|R(S) is the length of the result of compressing S via a run-length compressor that uses 1 + log |Ri |
bits to code the length of each run Ri .
Now, let (P, c) be a dependency relation for a table T and dtP (c) the transformed data of c given (P, c). The
conditional run-length compressive entropyRP (c) is defined as:
RP (c) = R(dtP (c)). (6)
Consider again the example in Fig. 2. Column 14 is 23230320 with run-length compressive entropy 1 while the
transformed column is 00222333 with entropy 0.89625.
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Algorithm Period(T )
1. For 0 ≤ i < t : set D[i] = 0.
2. For 0 ≤ i < t :
(a) Let j > i be the least index s.t. T [i..t − 1] and T [ j..t − 1] match a longest prefix.
(b) Set D[ j − i] = D[ j − i] + 1.
3. Set Period = 0 and Count = 0.
4. For 2 ≤ i < t :
(a) If D[i] is not a peak, skip to next i .
(b) Let c = number of multiples mi such that D[mi] is a peak;
(c) If c > Count, set Period = D[i] and Count = c;
5. Return Period.
Fig. 5. Estimating the record length of table T .
5. Computing the number of columns
A compressor is easier to use if it minimizes any a priori knowledge about the data being compressed. In table
data, the record length for a table is often not known since the table might have been automatically generated via
some proprietary method. Thus, it is good if this number could be computed automatically. Fortunately, due to their
nature, tables often possess the below characteristics:
• Data in different records frequently match at the same positions. This is due to the fact that certain fields may have
only a restricted number of values. For example, zipcodes often repeat across many records in a customer data table
because multiple customers live in the same area.
• Similar records tend to cluster together in groups. This is due to the way that databases often sort data based on
certain important fields for both performance and better presentation of information.
When these characteristics hold for a table, its data would have pseudo-periods if treated as a string in row-major
order. Such pseudo-periods do not consistently repeat but they do so often enough in multiples of some fixed values
that a heuristic algorithm can be constructed to compute their lengths. Then, a pseudo-period with minimum length
could then be used as an estimate of the number of columns.
Fig. 5 shows how to estimate the length of a suitable pseudo-period in some given data string T of length t . The
notation T [i..t−1]means the suffix of T starting at i . Steps 1 and 2 compute an array D[ ] of distances between closest
and longest matches. This takes advantage of the first observation that matches across similar records often occur at
the same positions. Thus, after these steps complete, non-zero elements in D[ ] with high values should present good
candidates for pseudo-periods in the data. A peak in D[ ] is defined loosely as a position that has a value larger than
the sum of its neighbors in a small neighborhood, for example, three on each side. Then steps 3 and 4 simply look for
series of peaks occurring at some multiples of the lowest one. By the second observation above, since similar records
cluster, the starting value of the best series presents a good candidate for the minimum pseudo-period of the data, or
the record length.
The running time of the Period() algorithm is dominated by step 2. This can be implemented in time O(|T |) by
computing longest common prefixes using a suffix array data structure [13]. Thus, the entire algorithm runs in O(|T |)
time.
6. Compression strategy
Fig. 6 shows how to use the techniques discussed to compress a data set T given in row-major order. Step 1
computes the number of columns n in O(|T |) time. Step 2 takes O(n2δ(m)) where m is the number of rows and
δ(m) is the cost of computing the strength of a dependency relation (Section 3). For both entropy measures being
considered, the cost of computing them is O(m). Thus, the cost of step 2 is O(n2m) or O(n|T |). Step 3 runs in
O(|T |) time. So aside from the cost γ (|T |) of running the back-end compressor C, the running time is dominated by
step 2. This means that the entire compression algorithm runs in time O(n|T | + γ (|T |). So, we have shown:
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Algorithm Compress(T )
1. Run Period(T ) to compute the number of columns;
2. Run Plan(T ) to compute a 2-transform D based on either conditional empirical entropy or run-length compressive
entropy;
3. Run Transform(T, D);
4. Run a back-end compressor C on the result of Transform(T, D);
Fig. 6. Compressing a data set T .
Theorem 5. Let T be a table with m rows and n columns. Let C be a back-end compressor with running time γ (|T |).
Algorithm Compress(T ) runs in time O(n|T | + γ (|T |)).
Aside from theoretical results, there are other engineering considerations in building a practical compressor. First
we note that the data transformed by Transform(T, D) is amenable to compression similarly to data produced by the
Burrows–Wheeler Transform. So a practical back-end compressor C could be composed from the same components
typically used in a BWT compressor [3], i.e., move-to-front processing, run-length encoding and entropy coding. Note
that all of these run in time O(|T |) so the entire compression algorithm can be made to run in time O(n|T |). Our table
compressor further makes use of the below:
• Windowing for large data: A large table can be divided into segments or windows of some suitably small size.
Then, algorithm Compress() is applied to each window separately. As nearby windows tend to have similar
characteristics, it is unnecessary to compute a 2-transform per window. Instead, a single 2-transform can be used for
many successive windows until the compression rate sufficiently degrades. On modern hardware, our compressor
uses up to a few tens of megabytes as the default window size.
• Restricting the size of training data to compute a 2-transform: Assuming that model statistics are consistent, it is
wasteful to use an entire window of data to compute a 2-transform. By limiting the computation of a transform to a
small set of training data of size s we can cut this cost down to O(ns + |T |). A large table usually has many more
rows than columns, i.e., n ≤ |T |1/2. So the compression cost is bounded by O(s|T |1/2 + |T |). Our compressor
typically limits training data to a few megabytes.
• Preserving the natural column order in a topological sort: The natural order of columns in a table often codes
certain data dependency beyond column dependency. Thus, we require the topological sorting step done in
algorithm Transform(T, D) in Fig. 3 and algorithm Plan(T ) in Fig. 4 to maintain the natural order of the columns
as much as possible without violating the topological sort order. This adds a log n factor to sorting as indices of
columns with already sorted predictors are kept in a priority queue.
• Move-to-front coder with adaptation: Data generated by BWT as well as our column dependency transform often
contain many runs produced by the sorting phases of these transforms. In turn, the move-to-front coder turns such
data into large stretches of low values such as 0’s and 1’s that are more amenable to compression by later coders. We
further enhance the move-to-front coder to keep statistics of how often a character would follow another. Then, if
favorable, such a character would be moved to the front as soon as its predecessor is encoded. This technique often
generates much larger runs of 0’s and 1’s than the normal move-to-front algorithm, thus improving compression.
7. Performance
For experimentation, we employ the same data corpus used to test the Pzip program [7]. Below are brief
descriptions of these files:
• CARE: a set of event records from a customer care database of voice call activity.
• NETWORK: a set of event records from a system of network status monitors.
• CENSUS: a portion of the US 1990 Census of Population and Housing Summary Tape File 3A [1], field group 301,
level 090 for all states.
• LERG: a file from a database describing local telephone switches. Records were padded with spaces to a fixed
length.
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Table 1
Compression sizes in bytes
File Size Pzip Conditional empirical entropy Run-length entropy
Left Both Left Both
CARE 8 181 810 1 199 315 1 069 359 1 057 524 1 054 539 1 025 698
NETWORK 60 889 500 1 822 065 1 285 369 1 323 845 1 329 714 1 316 998
CENSUS 332 959 796 18 113 740 12 505 004 12 555 498 13 202 209 13 017 569
LERG 3 480 030 183 668 135 227 182 922 135 077 150 133
EGF 533 920 50 027 38 190 37 912 36 996 36 937
LRR 235 440 48 139 38 624 38 131 36 252 36 193
PF00032 34 255 29 625 19 949 20 214 19 351 19 058
BACKPQQ 22 356 7 131 6 039 6 047 5 514 5 578
CALLAGEN 67 338 51 249 42 349 42 153 40 611 40 296
CBS 73 834 19 092 15 833 15 952 14 851 14 946
CYTOB 579 425 71 529 48 812 48 576 47 933 47 555
• EGF, LRR, PF00032, BACKPQQ, CALLAGEN, CBS: files from the Pfam database of multiple alignments of
protein domains [4].
• CYTOB: a file from the AMmtDB database of multi-aligned sequences of vertebrate mitochondrial genes for
coding proteins [15].
Table 1 summarizes the results comparing four versions of our dependency transform compressor and Pzip. The
first two versions use conditional empirical entropy (Section 4.1) to measure dependency strength while the latter two
use run-length compressive entropy (Section 4.2). We shall call the first two versions CEE and the later two RLE.
Each Left version refers to computing an optimum 1-transform (Section 3) based only on left to right dependency
relations among columns. A Both version allows all dependency relations regardless of direction. In every case, the
1-transform was extended to be a 2-transform. The data for Pzip were the best cases as presented in [7].
As seen from Table 1, all four CEE and RLE versions outperformed Pzip. Using dependency relations in both
directions generally did improve compression over using only left to right relations. However, this was not always the
case as seen, for example, with the file LERG. Records in LERG originally had variable sizes but they were padded
with spaces to a fixed size. This means that the further right a column was, the more likely that it contained artificial
data and the worse it would be as a predictor in any dependency relation. In turn, such predictors might have misled the
approximation of the 2-transform when right to left dependency relations were allowed, resulting in poor compression
performance. Generally speaking, table data do sometimes carry information in the ordering of columns from left to
right that should be respected for best compression.
A RLE version tended to outperform its CEE counterpart although only by a small margin. As discussed in
Section 4.2, this was likely due to how RLE could take advantage of a common phenomenon in practical data where
many predictor values might predict the same value and also sort close to one another in their transform vectors
(Section 2). This phenomenon helps in creating long runs in the transformed data of a predictee column which, in
turn, enhances compressibility. However, when data did not sort as discussed, CEE would outperform RLE as seen
in the cases of CENSUS and NETWORK. Thus, we leave all choices available in our compressor to enable proper
experimentation while compressing some particular data.
Table 2 shows run times for both compression and decompression for different versions of the compressor. All
timings were done on a PC with a Pentium 4, 2.8 GHz and 1 GB RAM running the Linux operating system.
In general the RLE versions were faster than the CEE versions as RLE required less computation. Pzip’s timing
data was not presented as our test machine did not have sufficient memory for Pzip to compute the compression plans
for files such as CENSUS and CYTOB with large numbers of columns. However, even on machines with sufficient
memory, Pzip would take hours to compute the compression plans for these files. In contrast, for the largest file,
CENSUS, our compressor recomputed the compression plan a few times when existing plans became ineffective to
compress new windows of data.
All four variations of table compression performed well in terms of compression ratio. However, the Left RLE
version was generally fastest with minimal loss to the compression leaders. Thus, it provides a good compromise
between compression speed and compression size. Our compressor uses Left RLE by default.
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Table 2
Compression and decompression times in seconds
File No. of columns Conditional empirical entropy Run-length entropy
Left Both Left Both
CARE 90 4.22 0.71 5.59 0.78 4.48 0.57 6.48 0.55
NETWORK 126 7.01 4.81 7.96 4.80 5.47 3.78 5.90 3.46
CENSUS 932 18.22 15.28 20.02 15.41 18.28 14.42 19.72 14.59
LERG 30 1.10 0.31 1.58 0.24 0.71 0.16 0.87 0.16
EGF 188 0.71 0.06 1.20 0.06 0.61 0.05 1.02 0.05
LRR 72 0.22 0.03 0.29 0.03 0.22 0.03 0.33 0.02
PF00032 176 0.53 0.05 0.90 0.04 0.43 0.03 0.68 0.03
BACKPQQ 81 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01
CALLAGEN 112 0.32 0.03 0.49 0.03 0.33 0.02 0.51 0.02
CBS 134 0.16 0.01 0.25 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.21 0.01
CYTOB 1225 6.05 0.05 16.08 0.04 6.28 0.03 19.94 0.04
Readers familiar with results reported for an earlier version of our table compressor [19] might have noted that
the compression sizes reported here are slightly worse than before. This is due to certain engineering changes to
improve data processing. The most significant of these changes is the inclusion of transform data in every window.
As discussed in Section 6, a large file is divided into windows suitable for processing in memory, but the dependency
transform is only computed once on the first window, and is only written in the first compressed block. This reduces
file size at the cost of requiring sequential access for decompression. We now output transform data with every
window to allow each window to be independently decoded. This change along with the use of a much smaller
window size than before improves the ability to randomly access compressed data. Such engineering changes in
using column dependency transforms and similar ones in other back-end compressors degrades the compression
performance somewhat. However, such losses are trivial compared to the gains in convenience for data processing
of large files.
8. Conclusion
We discussed a compression technique for table data based on discovering dependency relations among the
columns of a table and using them to transform the data to enhance compressibility. Assuming some measure to assess
the strength of column dependency, the notion of a k-transform was introduced to represent a data transformation plan
based on column dependency. Although for k ≥ 2, the problem of finding an optimum k-transform is NP-hard,
we showed how to compute an optimum 1-transform via a fast algorithm for the optimum branching problem in
directed graphs [9,11]. We further showed how to extend this 1-transform to an effective 2-transform. We introduced
two measures of entropy to assess dependency strength, conditional empirical entropy and run-length compressive
entropy, and discussed their relative merits.
Experiments based on a variety of table data showed that our technique performed well. It consistently
outperformed Pzip [7], the first and only other table compressor known to us. Pzip represents a significant
improvement over conventional techniques for compressing table data. However, its method of grouping columns
based on some external compressor does not directly address the information redundancy arising from column
dependencies as our approach does. Further, the plan computation in Pzip, i.e., its column grouping, is slow and
must be done off-line for an entire class of tables. As such, there is no recovery mechanism in Pzip if a computed plan
no longer matches the data characteristics in a particular table. In contrast, our dependency transform computation
was fast and could be used on-line for each table. In fact, for large tables where the table characteristics may
change between sufficiently long sequences of rows, a new dependency transform could be recomputed whenever
compression degradation is detected.
Finally, we note a perspective on the engineering of compression techniques that helps enhancing their reuse on
diverse types of data. Our column dependency transform, the BWT and the Pzip column grouping procedure are
examples of compression boosters [10]. These are methods that do not actually compress data but only reorganize
them to enhance compressibility. They are examples of invertible data transforms which would also include methods
beyond compression such as encryption or code translation. A software platform, Vcodex [20], has been built to
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formalize the notion of data transforms and their composition. In this framework, common compressors based on the
Burrows–Wheeler Transform, Lempel–Ziv parsing and others can be easily crafted on the fly. Application-specific
transforms can be tailored to specific structures inherent in the data and composed with others. For example, common
in our work are sets of data containing some esoteric mixtures of tables. It is a simple to write a data transform per such
a class of data to decompose data into separate tables before applying our table compression technique. The platform
ensures that the compressed data are portable and self-described so that the original data could be reconstructed
anywhere without knowledge of how they were compressed.
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